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DATA OBJECT VISUALIZATION USTNG MAPS

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0001] This invention pertains in general to data visualization on a computer and, in

particular, to ways of representing data obtained from web pages and other sources.

2. DESCRIPTION OF THE RELATED ART

[0002] The World Wide Web and other information storage and retrieval systems contain

a great deal of information. With the advent of search engines and other similar tools it has

become relatively easy for an end-user to locate particular information. For example, one can

obtain a wealth of information about the atomic elements by simply searching for the terms

"atomic elements" on the Web.

[0003] It is generally acknowledge that certain types of information are easier to

comprehend when presented in some formats rather than in other formats. For example, an

end-user might find it easier to understand the relationships between the atomic masses of the

atomic elements if the masses are presented graphically instead of listed as numeric values.

Similarly, trends in stock prices are easier to understand when the prices are presented on a

graph rather than as a list of dates and prices.

[0004] Information on the web is not always in a format that is easy for the end-user to

comprehend. A web site that describes the atomic elements might display the periodic table

and provide information like the atomic weights, melting points, and densities of the

elements, but the site is unlikely to provide a graph of, say, atomic weights versus melting

points. As a result, a person who desires to view such a graph must manually copy the

information into another program that provides graphing capabilities.

[0005] Some web sites, like sites providing stock prices and other financial information,

provide limited amounts of dynamic content. For example, a person can interact with such

sites to create and manipulate graphs showing stock prices over time. Even on these sites,

however, the person is restricted to a limited set of graphing options. Further, there is no way

for a person to graphically manipulate data contained on multiple web sites short of copying

the desired information into separate graphing program.

[0006] Therefore, there is a need in the art for a way to enable the end-user to organize

and view information on web pages in a way that makes it easier to comprehend.



BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0007] The above need is met by a system, method, and computer program product for

presenting facts. In one embodiment, an object access module establishes a set of objects,

each object having a set of facts, each fact having an attribute and a corresponding value,

where at least one value of at least one fact describes a geographic location. An interface

module provides a user interface for identifying one or more facts of the objects in the set to

present. A presentation module presents on the user interface a representation of the

identified facts of the objects in the set, where the representation describes the attributes and

corresponding values of the identified facts.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0008] FIG. 1 shows a network, in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the

invention.

[0009] Figs. 2(a)-2(d) are block diagrams illustrating a data structure for facts within a

repository of FIG. 1 in accordance with preferred embodiments of the invention.

[0010] FIG. 2(e) is a block diagram illustrating an alternate data structure for facts and

objects in accordance with preferred embodiments of the invention.

[001 1] FIG. 3 is a high-level block diagram illustrating modules within a presentation

engine according to one embodiment.

[0012] FIG. 4 illustrates a user interface (UI) contained on a web page generated by the

U Tgeneration module according to one embodiment.

[0013] FIG. 5 illustrates a UI including a tabular view of objects and facts according to

one embodiment.

[0014] FIG. 6 illustrates a UI including a graphical view of objects and facts according to

one embodiment.

[001 5] FIG. 7 illustrates an example of a map produced by the graphical presentation

module and map presentation module according to one embodiment.

[001 6] FIG. 8 illustrates an example of a timeline produced by the graphical presentation

module according to one embodiment.

[0017] FIG. 9 is a flow chart illustrates steps performed by the presentation engine

according to one embodiment.

[0018] The figures depict an embodiment of the present invention for purposes of

illustration only. One skilled in the art will readily recognize from the following description



that alternative embodiments of the structures and methods illustrated herein may be

employed without departing from the principles of the invention described herein.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION or THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

[0019] FlG. 1 shows a system architecture 100 adapted to support one embodiment of the

invention. FIG. 1 shows components used to add facts into, and retrieve facts from a

repository 115. The system architecture 100 includes a network 104, through which any

number of document hosts 102 communicate with a data processing system 106, along with

any number of object requesters 152, 154.

[0020] Document hosts 102 store documents and provide access to documents. A

document is comprised of any machine-readable data including any combination of text,

graphics, multimedia content, etc. A document may be encoded in a markup language, such

as Hypertext Markup Language (HTML), i.e., a web page, in a interpreted language (e.g.,

JavaScript) or in any other computer readable or executable format. A document can include

one or more hyperlinks to other documents. A typical document will include one or more

facts within its content. A document stored in a document host 102 may be located and/or

identified by a Uniform Resource Locator (URL), or Web address, or any other appropriate

form of identification and/or location. A document host 102 is implemented by a computer

system, and typically includes a server adapted to communicate over the network 104 via

networking protocols (e.g., TCP/IP), as well as application and presentation protocols (e.g.,

HTTP, HTML, SOAP, D-HTML, Java). The documents stored by a host 102 are typically

held in a file directory, a database, or other data repository. A host 102 can he implemented

in any computing device (e.g., from a PDA or personal computer, a workstation, mini

computer, or mainframe, to a cluster or grid of computers), as well as in any processor

architecture or operating system.

[0021] FIG. 1 shows components used to manage facts in a fact repository 115. Data

processing system 106 includes one or more importers 108, one or more janitors 110, a build

engine 112, a service engine 114, and a fact repository 115 (also called simply a

"repository"). Each of the foregoing are implemented, in one embodiment, as software

modules (or programs) executed by processor 116. Importers 108 operate to process

documents received from the document hosts, read the data content of documents, and extract

facts (as operationally and programmatically defined within the data processing system 106)

from such documents. The importers 108 also determine the subject or subjects with which

the facts are associated, and extract such facts into individual items of data, for storage in the



fact repository 115. Tn one embodiment, there are different types of importers 108 for

different types of documents, for example, dependent on the format or document type.

[0022] Janitors 110 operate to process facts extracted by importer 108. This processing

can include but is not limited to, data cleansing, object merging, and fact induction. In one

embodiment, there are a number of different janitors 110 that perform different types of data

management operations on the facts. For example, one janitor 110 may traverse some set of

facts in the repository 115 to find duplicate facts (that is, facts that convey the same factual

information) and merge them. Another janitor 110 may also normalize facts into standard

formats. Another janitor 110 may also remove unwanted facts from repository 115, such as

facts related to pornographic content. Other types of janitors 110 may be implemented,

depending on the types of data management functions desired, such as translation,

compression, spelling or grammar correction, and the like.

[0023] Various janitors 110 act on facts to normalize attribute names, and values and

delete duplicate and near-duplicate facts so an object does not have redundant information.

For example, we might find on one page that Britney Spears' birthday is "12/2/1981" while

on another page that her date of birth is "December 2, 1981." Birthday and Date of Birth

might both be rewritten as Birthdate by one janitor and then another janitor might notice that

12/2/1981 and December 2, 1981 are different forms of the same date. Tt would choose the

preferred form, remove the other fact and combine the source lists for the two facts. As a

result when you look at the source pages for this fact, on some you'll find an exact match of

the fact and on others text that is considered to be synonymous with the fact.

[0024] Build engine 112 builds and manages the repository 115. Service engine 114 is an

interface for querying the repository 115. Service engine 114's main function is to process

queries, score matching objects, and return them to the caller but it is also used by janitor

110.

[0025] Repository 115 stores factual information extracted from a plurality of documents

that are located on document hosts 102. A document from which a particular fact may be

extracted is a source document (or "source") of that particular fact. In other words, a source

of a fact includes that fact (or a synonymous fact) within its contents.

[0026] Repository 115 contains one or more facts. In one embodiment, each fact is

associated with exactly one object. One implementation for this association includes in each

fact an object ID that uniquely identifies the object of the association. In this manner, any

number of facts may be associated with an individual object, by including the object ID for

that object in the facts. In one embodiment, objects themselves arc not physically stored in



the repository 115, but rather are defined by the set or group of facts with the same associated

object ID, as described below. Further details about facts in repository 115 are described

below, in relation to FIGS. 2(a)-2(d).

[0027] It should be appreciated that in practice at least some of the components of the

data processing system 106 will be distributed over multiple computers, communicating over

a network. For example, repository 115 may be deployed over multiple servers. As another

example, the janitors 110 may be located on any number of different computers. For

convenience of explanation, however, the components of the data processing system 106 are

discussed as though they were implemented on a single computer.

[0028] In another embodiment, some or all of document hosts 102 are located on data

processing system 106 instead of being coupled to data processing system 106 by a network.

For example, importer 108 may import facts from a database that is a part of or associated

with data processing system 106.

[0029] FIG. 1 also includes components to access repository 115 on behalf of one or

more object requesters 152, 154. Object requesters are entities that request objects from

repository 115. Object requesters 152, 154 may be understood as clients of the system 106,

and can be implemented in any computer device or architecture. As shown in FIG. 1, a first

object requester 152 is located remotely from system 106, while a second object requester

154 is located in data processing system 106. For example, in a computer system hosting a

blog, the blog may include a reference to an object whose facts are in repository 115. An

object requester 152, such as a browser displaying the blog will access data processing

system 106 so that the information of the facts associated with the object can be displayed as

part of the blog web page. As a second example, janitor 110 or other entity considered to be

part of data processing system 106 can function as object requester 154, requesting the facts

of objects from repository 115.

[0030] FIG. 1 shows that data processing system 106 includes a memory 107 and one or

more processors 116. Memory 107 includes importers 108, janitors 110, build engine 112,

service engine 114, and requester 154, each of which are preferably implemented as

instructions stored in memory 107 and executable by processor 116. Memory 107 also

includes repository 115. Repository 115 can be stored in a memory of one or more computer

systems or in a type of memory such as a disk. FIG. 1 also includes a computer readable

medium 118 containing, for example, at least one of importers 108, janitors 110, build engine

112, service engine 114, requester 154, and at least some portions of repository 115. FIG. 1

also includes one or more input/output devices 120 that allow data to be input and output to



and from data processing system 106. Tt will be understood that data processing system 106

preferably also includes standard software components such as operating systems and the like

and further preferably includes standard hardware components not shown in the figure for

clarity of example.

[0031] FlG. 2(a) shows an example format of a data structure for facts within repository

115, according to some embodiments of the invention. As described above, the repository

115 includes facts 204. Each fact 204 includes a unique identifier for that fact, such as a fact

ID 210. Each fact 204 includes at least an attribute 212 and a value 214. For example, a fact

associated with an object representing George Washington may include an attribute of "date

of birth" and a value of "February 22, 1732." In one embodiment, all facts are stored as

alphanumeric characters since they are extracted from web pages. In another embodiment,

facts also can store binary data values. Other embodiments, however, may store fact values

as mixed types, or in encoded formats.

[0032] As described above, each fact is associated with an object ID 209 that identifies

the object that the fact describes. Thus, each fact that is associated with a same entity (such

as George Washington), will have the same object ID 209. In one embodiment, objects are

not stored as separate data entities in memory. In this embodiment, the facts associated with

an object contain the same object TD, but no physical object exists.. Tn another embodiment,

objects are stored as data entities in memory, and include references (for example, pointers or

IDs) to the facts associated with the object. The logical data structure of a fact can take

various forms; in general, a fact is represented by a tuple that includes a fact ID an attribute,

a value, and an object ID. The storage implementation of a fact can be in any underlying

physical data structure.

[0033] FIG. 2(b) shows an example of facts having respective fact IDs of 10, 20, and 30

in repository 115. Facts 10 and 20 are associated with an object identified by object ID "1."

Fact 10 has an attribute of "Name" and a value of "China." Fact 20 has an attribute of

"Category" and a value of "Country." Thus, the object identified by object ID "1" has a

name fact 205 with a value of "China" and a category fact 206 with a value of "Country."

Fact 30 208 has an attribute of "Property" and a value of ""Bill Clinton was the 42nd

President of the United States from 1993 to 2001." Thus, the object identified by object ID

"2" has a property fact with a fact ID of 30 and a value of "Bill Clinton was the 42nd

President of the United States from 1993 to 2001."In the illustrated embodiment, each fact

has one attribute and one value. The number of facts associated with an object is not limited;

thus while only two facts are shown for the "China" object, in practice there may be dozens,



even hundreds of facts associated with a given object. Also, the value fields of a fact need

not be limited in size or content. For example, a fact about the economy of "China" with an

attribute of "Economy" would have a value including several paragraphs of text, numbers,

perhaps even tables of figures. This content can be formatted, for example, in a markup

language. For example, a fact having an attribute "original html" might have a value of the

original html text taken from the source web page.

[0034] Also, while the illustration of FIG. 2(b) shows the explicit coding of object ID,

fact ID, attribute, and value, in practice the content of the fact can be implicitly coded as well

(e.g., the first field being the object ID the second field being the fact ID, the third field

being the attribute, and the fourth field being the value). Other fields include but are not

limited to: the language used to state the fact (English, etc.), how important the fact is, the

source of the fact, a confidence value for the fact, and so on.

[0035] FIG. 2(c) shows an example object reference table 210 that is used in some

embodiments. Not all embodiments include an object reference table. The object reference

table 210 functions to efficiently maintain the associations between object IDs and fact IDs.

In the absence of an object reference table 210, it is also possible to find all facts for a given

object ID by querying the repository to find all facts with a particular object ID. While FIGs.

2(b) and 2(c) illustrate the object reference table 2 10 with explicit coding of object and fact

IDs, the table also may contain just the ID values themselves in column or pair-wise

arrangements.

[0036] FIG. 2(d) shows an example of a data structure for facts within repository 115,

according to some embodiments of the invention showing an extended format of facts. In

this example, the fields include an object reference link 216 to another object. The object

reference link 216 can be an object ID of another object in the repository 115, or a reference

to the location (e.g., table row) for the object in the object reference table 210. The object

reference link 216 allows facts to have as values other objects. For example, for an object

"United States," there may be a fact with the attribute of "president" and the value of

"George W. Bush," with "George W. Bush" being an object having its own facts in

repository 115. In some embodiments, the value field 214 stores the name of the linked

object and the link 216 stores the object identifier of the linked object. Thus, this "president"

fact would include the value 214 of "George W. Bush", and object reference link 216 that

contains the object ID for the for "George W. Bush" object. In some other embodiments,

facts 204 do not include a link field 216 because the value 214 of a fact 204 may store a link

to another object.



[0037] Each fact 204 also may include one or more metrics 2 18. A metric provides an

indication of the some quality of the fact. In some embodiments, the metrics include a

confidence level and an importance level. The confidence level indicates the likelihood that

the fact is correct. The importance level indicates the relevance of the fact to the object,

compared to other facts for the same object. The importance level may optionally be viewed

as a measure of how vital a fact is to an understanding of the entity or concept represented by

the object.

[0038] Each fact 204 includes a list of one or more sources 220 that include the fact and

from which the fact was extracted. Each source may be identified by a Uniform Resource

Locator (URL), or Web address, or any other appropriate form of identification and/or

location, such as a unique document identifier.

[0039] The facts illustrated in FIG. 2(d) include an agent field 222 that identifies the

importer 108 that extracted the fact. For example, the importer 108 may be a specialized

importer that extracts facts from a specific source (e.g., the pages of a particular web site, or

family of web sites) or type of source (e.g., web pages that present factual information in

tabular form), or an importer 108 that extracts facts from free text in documents throughout

the Web, and so forth.

[0040] Some embodiments include one or more specialized facts, such as a name fact 207

and a property fact 208. A name fact 207 is a fact that conveys a name for the entity or

concept represented by the object ID. A name fact 207 includes an attribute 224 of "name"

and a value, which is the name of the object. For example, for an object representing the

country Spain, a name fact would have the value "Spain." A name fact 207, being a special

instance of a general fact 204, includes the same fields as any other fact 204; it has an

attribute, a value, a fact ID, metrics, sources, etc. The attribute 224 of a name fact 207

indicates that the fact is a name fact, and the value is the actual name. The name may be a

string of characters. An object ID may have one or more associated name facts, as many

entities or concepts can have more than one name. For example, an object ID representing

Spain may have associated name facts conveying the country's common name "Spain" and

the official name "Kingdom of Spain." As another example, an object ID representing the

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office may have associated name facts conveying the agency's

acronyms "PTO" and "USPTO" as well as the official name "United States Patent and

Trademark Office." If an object does have more than one associated name fact, one of the

name facts may be designated as a primary name and other name facts may be designated as

secondary names, cither implicitly or explicitly.



[0041] A property fact 208 is a fact that conveys a statement about the entity or concept

represented by the object ID. Property facts are generally used for sximmary information

about an object. A property fact 208, being a special instance of a general fact 204, also

includes the same parameters (such as attribute, value, fact ID, etc.) as other facts 204. The

attribute field 226 of a property fact 208 indicates that the fact is a property fact (e.g.,

attribute is "property") and the value is a string of text that conveys the statement of interest.

For example, for the object ID representing Bill Clinton, the value of a property fact may be

the text string "Bill Clinton was the 42nd President of the United States from 1993 to 2001."

" Some object IDs may have one or more associated property facts while other objects may

have no associated property facts. It should be appreciated that the data structures shown in

Figs. 2(a)-2(d) and described above are merely exemplary. The data structure of the

repository 115 may take on other forms. Other fields may be included in facts and some of

the fields described above may be omitted. Additionally, each object ID may have additional

special facts aside from name facts and property facts, such as facts conveying a type or

category (for example, person, place, movie, actor, organization, etc.) for categorizing the

entity or concept represented by the object ID. In some embodiments, an object's name(s)

and/or properties may be represented by special records that have a different format than the

general facts records 204.

[0042] As described previously, a collection of facts is associated with an object ID of an

object. An object may become a null or empty object when facts are disassociated from the

object. A null object can arise in a number of different ways. One type of null object is an

object that has had all of its facts (including name facts) removed, leaving no facts associated

with its object ID. Another type of null object is an object that has all of its associated facts

other than name facts removed, leaving only its name fact(s). Alternatively, the object may

be a null object only if all of its associated name facts are removed. A null object represents

an entity or concept for which the data processing system 106 has no factual information and,

as far as the data processing system 106 is concerned, does not exist. In some embodiments,

facts of a null object may be left in the repository 115, but have their object ID values cleared

(or have their importance to a negative value). However, the facts of the null object are

treated as if they were removed from the repository 115. In some other embodiments, facts

of null objects are physically removed from repository 115.

[0043] FIG. 2(e) is a block diagram illustrating an alternate data structure 290 for facts

and objects in accordance with preferred embodiments of the invention. In this data

structure, an object 290 contains an object ID 292 and references or points to facts 294. Each



fact includes a fact TD 295, an attribute 297, and a value 299. Tn this embodiment, an object

290 actually exists in memory 107.

[0044] FIG. 3 is a high-level block diagram illustrating modules within a presentation

engine 300 according to one embodiment. As used herein, the term "module" refers to

computer program logic and/or data for providing the specified functionality. A module can

be implemented in hardware, firmware, and/or software. Some embodiments have different

and/or additional modules than those shown in FIG. 3. Moreover, the functionalities can be

distributed among the modules in a different manner than described here.

[0045] A presentation engine 300 presents objects and facts in a customizable manner.

That is, the presentation engine 300 provides flexible tools that enable an end-user to view

the facts of one or more objects in ways desired by the end-user. The presentation engine 300

thus allows the end-user to view information in a way that is more comprehensible to the end-

user.

[0046] In one embodiment, the modules of the presentation engine 300 are implemented

as a JavaScript program that executes on client devices such as personal computers, cellular

telephones, personal digital assistants (PDAs), etc. The JavaScript program interfaces with

the data processing system 106 to access data and functionalities provided by it. The

JavaScript program itself is controlled by a web browser, operating system, or other entity

executing on the client device. In other embodiments, the presentation engine 300 is

implemented using different coding techniques, relies solely on client-side data, and/or

executes on the server.

[0047] An object access module 310 receives objects from the fact repository 115 and/or

another source. In one embodiment, the objects are received in response to end-user

interactions with a search engine or other object requestor 152 that provides access to the fact

repository 115. For example, an end-user can utilize a search engine to search the fact

repository 115 for objects matching a particular query. The object requestor 152 returns a set

of matching objects. A user interface provided by the object access module 310 and/or

another module allows the end-user to select particular objects and designate the objects for

further analysis. In this manner, the end-user can execute multiple different searches on the

fact repository 115 and designate objects from the different searches for further analysis.

[0048] For example, assume that the fact repository 115 stores a set of objects of type

"atomic element," including at least one object for each of the atomic elements. Also assume

that the end-user executes a query for objects that match the phrase "atomic elements." The

results of this query include all of the objects of type "atomic clement" may also produce



other objects depending upon the information i the objects and/or the search algorithms.

The end-user can select one or more of these objects and designate the selected object for

further analysis. For purposes of this example, assume that the end-user designates each one

object for each atomic element.

[0049] In another embodiment, the object access module 310 receives the objects from

the end-user. For example, the end-user can supply user defined objects for use with the

presentation engine 300. Further, the end-user can encounter objects on the network 104 at

locations other than the fact repository 115, such as on web pages not associated with the

repository, and cause the object access module 310 to supply those objects to the presentation

engine 300.

[0050] In one embodiment, a collection module 312 receives the objects designated for

further analysis by the end-user. The collection module 312 stores multiple collections, and

each collection stores zero or more objects. In one embodiment, the end-user specifies the

collection in which the collection module 312 stores the designated objects. In other

embodiments, the collection module 312 stores designated objects in a default collection if

the end-user does not specify a particular collection. The collection module 312 provides an

interface allowing the end-user to manipulate the collections and the objects within the

collections. For example, the end-user can view the objects within different collections, and

add and remove objects.

[0051] Although most of this discussion focuses on a collection containing objects for the

atomic elements, a collection can hold arbitrary and heterogeneous objects. For example, a

collection can contain objects for the atomic elements, the actor M. Emmet Walsh, and the

country China. Some heterogeneous objects may have attributes in common, while other

objects might not have any common attributes.

[0052] A storage module 314 stores the collections and/or other data utilized by the

presentation engine 300 for its operation. The storage module 314 acts as a place where other

modules in the presentation engine 300 can store and retrieve information. In one

embodiment, the storage module 314 is a logical construct that uses storage allocated from

virtual memory on the client device on which the presentation engine 300 is executing. In

other embodiments, some or all of the storage provided by the storage module 314 is located

on a server connected to the client via the network 104. For example, the collection module

312 can store collections inthe storage module 314. The storage module 314 stores the data

describing the collections and references to the objects within the collections in a memory on



the client. However, the objects themselves are stored on a server accessible via the network

104 and retrieved from the server when necessary or desired.

[0053] A user interface (UI) generation module 316 generates a UI for the end-user.

Generally, the UI allows the end-user to view and manipulate the objects and the facts within

the objects. In addition, the Ul allows the end-user to control other aspects of the

presentation engine 300, such as executing a search for new objects and designating objects

for storage in a collection. In one embodiment, the UI is displayed on a display device of the

client and contains buttons, list boxes, text boxes, images, hyperlinks, and/or other tools with

which the cnd-uscr can control the presentation engine.

[0054] In one embodiment, the UI generation module 316 includes other modules for

generating specific UI elements. These modules include a tabular presentation module 318

that generates UI elements displaying objects and facts in tables. Further, the UI generation

module 316 includes a graphical presentation module 320 for displaying objects and facts in

graphs. Additionally, the UI generation module includes a map presentation module 322 that

displays objects and facts in combination with maps. The UI elements provided by these

modules are described in more detail below.

[0055] A scoring module 324 evaluates objects, attributes, and values and outputs

corresponding scores. These scores can be used to produce ranked lists of objects and/or

facts. The factors utilized for the evaluations and scores depend upon the embodiment and

the objects, attributes, and/or values being evaluated. In one embodiment, the presentation

engine 300 uses the scores produced by the scoring module 324 to establish facts to show in

certain UIs. The operation of the scoring module 324 is described in more detail below.

[0056] FIG. 4 illustrates a UI 400 contained on a web page generated by the UI

generation module 316 according to one embodiment. User interfaces generated by other

embodiments have different and/or additional elements than the interface of FIG. 4 .

Moreover, the Ul elements can be arranged in a different manner than is shown in the figure.

Although not specifically discussed below, many of the elements of the UI are hyperlinks that

the end-user can select to access additional information. FIG. 4 and the other figures

illustrating UIs show exemplary interfaces where the end-user has searched for, and is

viewing, objects for the atomic elements.

[0057] The UI 400 of FIG. 4 is utilized by the end-user to search for facts and/or objects

matching a particular search query and to save designated objects in a collection. In addition,

the end-user can use the UI 400 to view facts about the objects. To this end, the top of the UI

400 contains a text input box in which the cnd-uscr can provide a textual description of the



search query (e.g., keywords to search) and a button 4 12 the end-user can select to execute

the search.

[0058] A results area 414 below the search text input box 410 displays objects that match

the search query. In the illustrated embodiment, the results area 414 displays the names of

the objects and a few facts about each object. The UI 400 includes a scroll bar 416 with

which the end-user can view objects that are lower on the page.

[0059] In the illustrated UI 400, the results area 414 shows the objects for the elements

Actinium, Polonium, and Chromium. The names 418 of the elements are displayed, along

with images 420 that illustrate the respective elements. Beneath each name 418 is a set of

facts 422 about the element. The illustrated UI shows four facts 422 about each element,

although other embodiments can show fewer or more facts. For example, for the element

Actinium the displayed facts 422 are:

Obtained From: extremely rare

Uses: No uses known

Discoverer: Andre Debierne

Color: Silvery

In addition, each displayed fact includes a URL that links to the source page from which the

fact was derived.

[0060] The initial facts displayed for an object are determined based on scores produced

by the scoring module 324. The scoring module 324 calculates scores for the facts of the

object based on the metric (e.g., the importance and confidence levels) and outputs a ranked

list. Facts having high importance and confidence are generally ranked higher than facts

having low importance and/or confidence. In one embodiment, the rankings produced by the

scoring module 324 are influenced by the search query utilized to produce the list of objects.

The scoring module 324 can increase the importance component of a fact if that fact matches

a search term. For example, a search query for "atomic clement weight" will produce an

increased importance for the "atomic weight" fact of an object, and likely result in the atomic

weight fact being ranked high enough to appear on the UI 400.

[0061] Each displayed object 418 includes a button 424 that the end-user can select to

save the object to a collection. In addition, other buttons 426 on the UI 400 provide the end-

user with the options of saving all search results to a collection or saving only visible results

to the collection. The collection 428 itself is displayed in a column on the left side of the UI

400. The names of the objects 430 in the collection are displayed, along with a check box

with which the cnd-uscr can remove the objects from the collection 428.



[0062] The illustrated U T400 includes a "table" button 434 near the collection display.

When this button 434 is selected by the end-user, the UI 400 presents a tabular view of the

objects in the collection. This tabular view is produced by the tabular presentation module

318. Other embodiments of the presentation engine 300 provide other ways to access the

table functionality.

[0063] FIG. 5 illustrates a UI 500 including a tabular view 510 of objects and facts

according to one embodiment. The illustrated table 510 contains four columns and a row for

every object. The leftmost column 512 lists the names of the objects, which in this case are

the atomic elements (Actinium, Polonium, Chromium. . .). The columns to the right 514

display attributes of the objects. In FIG. 5, the attributes displayed are the atomic masses,

densities, and boiling points of the respective elements.

[0064] The tabular presentation module 318 uses the scoring module 324 to select the

initial attributes for the right-side columns 514 of the table 510. In one embodiment, the

scoring module 324 identifies the most common attributes of the objects in the collection

428, and produces a list of the attributes sorted by commonality. Thus, an attribute shared by

all of the objects in the collection 428 is ranked first in the list, while an attribute possessed

by only one of the objects is ranked last. In one embodiment, the metrics associated with the

attributes' facts are used to break ties. The tabular presentation module 3 18 shows the

highest ranked attributes in the initial columns 514 of the table 510.

[0065] A drop down selection box 516 displayed near the top of the table 510 allows the

end-user to select additional facts to include in the table. In one embodiment, the selection

box 5 16 contains every unique attribute from the objects in the collection 428. The end-user

can select one of the attributes, and in response the UI 500 adds a column to the table

showing the values of the objects for the selected attribute. In one embodiment, the new

column is made the rightmost column of the table 510. If an object lacks the attribute

displayed in the table 510, one embodiment displays a blank space, text indicating that the

attribute is not applicable, or another indicator that the object lacks the attribute.

[0066] The columns 514 of the table 500 displaying facts contain additional buttons

allowing the end-user to manipulate the table. In one embodiment, each column contains

buttons 518 labeled "Remove," "Sort," and "Graph." The "Remove" button, when selected,

removes the specified column from the table 510. If the "Sort" button is selected, the table is

resorted based on the values of the attribute represented by the specified column. For

example, choosing the "Sort" button of the "Density" column causes the table 510 to resort

the atomic elements based on their densities.



[0067] When the "Graph" button is selected by the end-user, the U T 500 presents a

graphical view of the objects in the collection. This graphical view is produced by the

graphical presentation module 320. Specifically, the UI 500 presents a graph showing the

objects' values for the attribute of the column selected by the end-user.

[0068] The graphical presentation module 320 determines the type of graph that best

facilitates interpretation of the facts by the end-user and automatically generates a graph of

that type. In one embodiment, graphical presentation module 320 considers the type of facts

being graphed in determining the initial graph type. One consideration is the format of the

value for the fact being graphed, e.g., whether the value is represented by a number, text,

graphic, sound, etc. Another consideration is the meaning of the fact, e.g., is it a date, name,

location, quantity, temperature, etc. In one embodiment, the graphical presentation module

320 determines the meaning of a fact from data within the object. For example, the meaning

can be explicitly specified by meta-data within the object or can be derived from the name of

the attribute associated with the fact.

[0069] The specific types of graphs that the graphical presentation module 320 produces

can vary depending upon the embodiment and/or the values being graphed. In one

embodiment, the module 320 graphs facts that are dates on a timeline. A timeline facilitates

the interpretation of dates such as dates of births, deaths, disasters, discoveries and the like.

[0070] In one embodiment, the graphical presentation module 320 uses maps to graph

facts that are locations because maps represent a good way to facilitate the understanding of

such facts. The graphical presentation module 320 interacts with a map presentation module

322 to produce the maps. Tn one embodiment, the map presentation module 322 holds maps

of geographic regions. The facts of objects specify geographic locations, such as countries,

places of births and death, etc. either explicitly (e.g., latitude/longitude) or implicitly (e.g., by

name). The graphical presentation module 320 uses the maps and facts to produce maps that

illustrate the locations specified by the facts. For example, an end-user can execute a search

on "volcanoes" and create a collection that stores objects representing volcanoes. Each of

these volcano objects includes a fact that describes the volcano's location. The end-user can

use the graphical presentation module 320 and map presentation module 322 to create a map

that shows the locations of the volcanoes using push pins or other icons. Similarly, the end-

user can create a collection of NBA basketball players, and then create a map showing the

place of birth of each one.

[0071] Other embodiments of the graphical presentation module 320 graph other types of

facts using other specialized graphs. In one embodiment, if the values of the attributes arc



numeric and are not of a type having a specialized graph, the graphical presentation module

320 produces a bar graph showing the value of the attribute for each object. If the values are

not numeric, the graphical presentation module 320 produces a histogram grouping objects

having the same value for the attribute. In either case, the graph shows the attribute along the

X-axis. In one embodiment, the graphical presentation module 320 shows the graph as a

scatter plot if two attributes are being graphed simultaneously.

[0072] FIG. 6 illustrates a U I 600 including a graphical view 610 of objects and facts

according to one embodiment. Specifically, FIG. 6 illustrates the graph 610 produced by the

graphical presentation module 320 when the cnd-uscr selects the "graph" button for the

"Atomic Mass" attribute. The graph 610 is a bar graph, with each bar representing one object

(i.e., atomic element) and the height of the bar representing the value of that object's "Atomic

Mass" attribute.

[0073] A s shown in FIG. 6, the U I 600 illustrates the table 510 of objects in addition to

the graph 610. In one embodiment, the end-user can use the "Sort" and "Graph" buttons to

update the graph. If the end-user selects the "Sort" button for a column, the graphical

presentation module 320 resorts the graph (if necessary), based on the selected attribute. The

end-user can sort the graph based on an attribute that is not displayed in the graph. For

example, the end-user can select the "Sort" button for the "Density" field and sort the graph

of atomic masses by the objects' densities, so that the leftmost bar on the X-axis of the graph

shows the atomic mass of the element having the lowest (or highest) density.

[0074] The end-user can use the "Graph" buttons to add or remove attributes from the

graph 610. When an attribute is shown in the graph 610, its corresponding "Graph" button

becomes a 'TSTo Graph" button. The end-user selects the "No Graph" button to remove the

attribute from the graph. If an attribute shown in the table 510 is not displayed on the graph

610, the end-user can select that attribute's "Graph" button and cause the attribute to be

graphed.

[0075] FIG. 7 illustrates an example of a map 700 produced by the graphical presentation

module 320 and map presentation module 322 according to one embodiment. The map 700

shows potentially active volcanoes in the state of Oregon. The map illustrates the border 710

of the state, and shows five push pins 712 representing the locations of the volcanoes within

Oregon.

[0076] In one embodiment, the end-user can obtain additional information about a

graphed object by using a mouse or other pointing device to move a cursor over the graphical

representation of the object. For example, if the cnd-uscr moves the cursor over a particular



bar of a bar graph, the graphical presentation module 320 displays additional facts about the

object. Similarly, the end-user can move the cursor over a ptish pin icon on a map to view

additional facts about the object having the location identified by the push pin.

[0077] FIG. 8 illustrates an example of a timeline 800 produced by the graphical

presentation module 320 according to one embodiment. The timeline 800 illustrates the

period between 1775 and 1785 and shows the atomic elements discovered within that period.

Thus, the timeline 800 shows that molybdenum was discovered in 1778, tungsten was

discovered in 1783, and tellurium was discovered in 1782.

[0078] FIG. 9 is a flow chart illustrating steps performed by the presentation engine 300

according to one embodiment. Other embodiments perform the steps in different orders

and/or perform different or additional steps than the ones shown in FIG. 9. This description

describes the steps as occurring through interactions with an end-user. In other embodiments,

the steps can be performed through automated processes.

[0079] Initially, the presentation engine 300 establishes 910 a collection of objects. This

collection is typically established when an end-user interacts with the presentation engine

300, a search engine, and/or other entities to view a list of objects. The end-user selects

certain objects and designates them for further analysis. The presentation engine 300 stores

the designated objects in a collection or other logical grouping.

[0080] The end-user interacts with the presentation engine 300 to generate 912 a visual

representation of the designated objects. For example, the end-user can use a UI presented by

the presentation engine 300 to generate a table showing facts of the objects. Likewise, the

end-user can cause the presentation engine 300 to generate graphs, timelines, and maps

showing facts of the objects. Further, the end-user can manipulate 914 the visual

representation by adding columns to a table, sorting the values shown by a graph, moving a

cursor over a push pin icon on a map, etc. Using the presentation engine 300, the end-user

can thus view the facts of the objects in a manner that is beneficial to the end-user, rather than

being forced to use the presentation selected by the entity that initially provided the objects

and/or facts.

[0081] The above description is included to illustrate the operation of the preferred

embodiments and is not meant to limit the scope of the invention. The scope of the invention

is to be limited only by the following claims. From the above discussion, many variations

will be apparent to one skilled in the relevant art that would yet be encompassed by the spirit

and scope of the invention.



C TΛ TMS

We Claim:

1. A computer-based system for presenting facts, comprising:

an object access module adapted to establish a set of objects, each object having a

set of facts, each fact having an attribute and a corresponding value,

wherein at least one value of at least one fact describes a geographic

location;

an interface module adapted to provide a user interface for identifying one or

more facts of the objects in the set to present; and

a presentation module for presenting via the user interface a representation of the

identified facts of the objects in the set, the representation describing the

attributes and corresponding values of the identified facts.

2. The system of claim 1, wherein an identified fact contains a value describing a

geographic location and wherein the presentation module comprises:

a map presentation module adapted to generate a map showing the geographic

location described by the value of the fact.

3. The system of claim 1, further comprising:

a fact repository adapted to store a collection of objects;

wherein the object access module establishes the set of objects responsive to a

query executed against the collection of objects in the fact repository.

4. The system of claim 1, wherein a fact has an associated metric and further

comprising:

a scoring module adapted to produce scores for the facts responsive to the facts'

metrics;

wherein the presentation module is further adapted to present representations of

facts responsive to the facts' scores.

5. The system of claim 4, wherein a metric comprises:

a confidence level indicating a likelihood that the fact is correct; and

an importance value indicating a relevance of a fact to its associated object.

6. The system of claim 1, further comprising:

a scoring module adapted to determine a commonality of the attributes of the

objects in the set;

wherein the presentation module is further adapted to present representations of

facts responsive to the attributes' commonality.



7. A computer program product having a computer-readable medium having

computer program instructions embodied therein for presenting facts, the computer program

instructions comprising:

an object access module adapted to establish a set of objects, each object having a

set of facts, each fact having an attribute and a corresponding value,

wherein at least one value of at least one fact describes a geographic

location;

an interface module adapted to provide a user interface for identifying one or

more facts of the objects in the set to present; and

a presentation module for presenting via the user interface a representation of the

identified facts of the objects in the set, the representation describing the

attributes and corresponding values of the identified facts.

8. The system of claim 7, wherein an identified fact contains a value describing a

geographic location and wherein the presentation module comprises:

a map presentation module adapted to generate a map showing the geographic

location described by the value of the fact.

9. The computer program product of claim 7 further comprising:

a fact repository adapted to store a collection of objects;

wherein the object access module establishes the set of objects responsive to a

query executed against the collection of objects in the fact repository.

10. The computer program product of claim 7, wherein a fact has an associated

metric and farther comprising:

a scoring module adapted to produce scores for the facts responsive to the facts'

metrics;

wherein the presentation module is further adapted to present representations of

facts responsive to the facts' scores.

11. The computer program product of claim 10, wherein a metric comprises :

a confidence level indicating a likelihood that the fact is correct; and

an importance value indicating a relevance of a fact to its associated object.

12. The computer program product of claim 7, further comprising:

a scoring module adapted to determine a commonality of the attributes of the

objects in the set;

wherein the presentation module is further adapted to present representations of

facts responsive to the attributes' commonality.



13. A computer-implemented method of presenting facts, comprising:

establishing a set of objects, each object having a set of facts, each fact having an

attribute and a corresponding value, wherein at least one value of at least

one fact describes a geographic location;

identifying one or more facts of the objects in the set to present; and

presenting a visual representation of the identified facts of the objects in the set,

the representation describing the attributes and corresponding values of the

identified facts.

14. The method of claim 13, wherein an identified fact contains a value describing

a geographic location and wherein the presenting comprises:

generating a map showing the geographic location described by the value of the

fact.

15. The method of claim 13, further comprising :

executing a query against a repository storing a collection of objects to identify a

set of objects satisfying the query.

16. The method of claim 13, wherein a fact has an associated metric and further

comprising:

scoring the facts responsive to the facts' metrics to produce scores for the facts;

and

identifying the one or more facts of the objects in the set to present responsive to

the facts' scores.

17. The method of claim 16, wherein a metric comprises:

a confidence level indicating a likelihood that the fact is correct; and

an importance value indicating a relevance of a fact to its associated object.

18. The method of claim 13, further comprising:

identifying a commonality of the attributes of the objects in the set; and

identifying the one or more facts of the objects in the set to present responsive to

the commonality of the attributes.
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